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Convert a 
family car to a 
mini camper 

van
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2 wooden panel - 38.2 x 10 x1.2 cm
Cut a triangular out of one of the panels
1 wooden panel - 38.2 x 8 x 1.6
Use wood glue to stick every part together.
Tip: Please take note that feet should be a 
reflection of one another.

2 front legs for the bed: 

Each leg consists of 

 

6.5 cm

9.8 cm
11.5 cm

2 wooden panel - 27.8 x 10 x1.2 cm
1 wooden panel - 27.8 x 8 x 1.6
Use wood glue to stick every part 
together.

2 back legs for the bed: 

Each leg consists of 

 

A

You will need + Instructions:
All measurements are in cm (LxBxH) 

In case, you have loose wooden panels. Use 
wood glue to stick every part together.

2 small wooden blocks to support the sides of the 
folded rear seats:

Each block should be 15 x 10 x 8.2.

 

B

C
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In case, you have loose wooden panels. Use 
wood glue to stick every part together.

1 large wooden blocks to support the middle part of 
the folded rear seats:

Each block should be 20 x 20 x 8.2.

 

1 large wooden panel - 100 x 100 x 1.6 (Tip: for a 
taller person, he/ she may need a longer panel)
2 long panels - 100 x 10 x 1.2
1 short panel - 80 x 10 x 1.2
Use wood glue to stick the panels together.

1 large wooden board as a bed:

This block consists of

 

Optional: Middle support

A basket and a wooden block with a total height of 
29cm are required.
 

D

E

F
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Turn head rest(s) of the rear seats to the opposite side.
Fold the rear seats. 
Put 3 blocks under the rear seats - 2 small blocks on the left and right 
sides of the seats (C), 1 large block between the single and double rear 
seats (D). 
Place 2 long wooden feet against the rear seats on each end, with the 
slanted sides on the top side (A). 
Place 2 short wooden feet at the sides of the end of the car boot (B). You 
may need several small wooden blocks to support the feet, so that we 
get a 90° angle.
Since we do not have any special gears or furniture, we place a basket 
and some wooden blocks as height to support the bed (F).
Gently, place the largest board (E) over the 4 feet and the basket 
connected to the rear seats. Below there are some space for our tent and 
all we need for the camping.
In order to save storage space, we place 2 camping mats and sleeping 
bags on top of the bed. A foldable mattress will be an alternative. 

Instructions:


